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Transcript 

00:01 

I will show you the actual patents that 

00:03 

exposes the corona virus not only having 

00:07 

a patent but having multiple patents 

00:09 

and these patents haven't been filed 

00:11 

years ago that got perfected in November 

00:15 

of 2019 the month before covet 19 from 

00:23 

what it appears right now we're the only 

00:26 

ones on the entire planet of the seven 

00:29 

point seven billion people that really 

00:31 

have proof of what is truly happening 

00:36 

I'm not here to convince anybody I'm not 

00:38 

here to put words in your mouth I'm not 

00:40 

here to put thoughts in your head I'm 

00:42 

only here to show you what you can see 

00:44 

with your own eyes and then let you 

00:46 

decide what truth is something just 

00:52 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPfLWrGzABQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3Ja0fsnFO4&feature=youtu.be


since the beginning hasn't seemed right 

00:55 

with this coronavirus and now looking at 

00:58 

the recommendations on how to kill it 

01:00 

it's a weak-ass virus like 80 degrees 

01:04 

kills the virus I'm like I haven't 

01:07 

really heard of a virus that weak just 

01:10 

drinking hot water can kill it vitamin C 

01:12 

can kill it no problem just being in the 

01:15 

Sun can kill it 

01:16 

laundry detergent kills it the second it 

01:19 

hits your stomach your stomach actually 

01:21 

kills it like wow that's like the 

01:23 

weakest virus that I've ever I've seen 

01:27 

and really the the symptoms it can only 

01:29 

live on your hands five to ten minutes 

01:32 

on metal it lasts longer but it doesn't 

01:36 

cause a sneeze and and the survival rate 

01:39 

is great among people who are healthy 

01:41 

and I remember my wife telling me 

01:43 

there's actually a patent on the corona 

01:46 

virus and my not unlike that figures 

01:49 

because the drug companies you know I I 

01:51 



wouldn't put it past them but then I 

01:53 

looked a little further and there is a 

01:55 

patent on it its patent us to zero zero 

01:59 

six two five seven eight five to a US 

02:03 

patent on the corona virus and it's 

02:05 

called severe acute respiratory syndrome 

02:08 

coronavirus 

02:09 

and that was applied for in 2006 by a 

02:14 

company called Chiron and so this 

02:17 

company Chiron applied for it and was 

02:20 

granted this patent on this virus which 

02:23 

was then bought by GlaxoSmithKline one 

02:27 

of the ten largest pharmaceutical 

02:29 

companies in the world who happens to 

02:31 

specialize in vaccines so now I'm 

02:34 

looking into woo maybe there's a corona 

02:37 

virus vaccine there's a European patent 

02:40 

on a corona virus vaccine European 

02:43 

patent a p3 one seven two three one nine 

02:47 

B one that was applied for in 2014 and 

02:53 

what do you know it was just granted in 

02:56 

November of 2019 what perfect timing all 

03:01 



of a sudden they're gonna say here comes 

03:03 

the savior with the vaccine and they're 

03:05 

gonna swoop in and then in order for 

03:07 

your kids to be able to go back to 

03:08 

school they're gonna have to get this 

03:11 

coronavirus vaccine that they just all 

03:14 

of a sudden came up with six years ago 

03:18 

that takes us to the patents this is all 

03:21 

the papers on coronavirus 

03:24 

that have been published since 1968 so 

03:26 

how is it possible that with all this 

03:28 

research done they could be actually a 

03:30 

patent and that's actually what the 

03:33 

previous doctor had talked about that 

03:36 

coronavirus patents okay so here's a 

03:38 

patent for severe acute respiratory 

03:40 

syndrome coronavirus and this is a US 

03:42 

patent that he talked about that was 

03:43 

then ended up being sold to glaxo 

03:45 

smithkline but then there was also a 

03:48 

european patent the european patent this 

03:51 

is what i want you to see this is very 

03:53 



interesting this patent is owned by a 

03:57 

company called the peer Brite Institute 

04:00 

this is the European Patent Office as 

04:02 

you can see right there I mean make it 

04:03 

even bigger so you guys can see it 

04:05 

European Patent Office and this is a 

04:07 

patent EP three one seven two three 

04:10 

9 a 1 on coronavirus now what's 

04:13 

interesting is that this particular one 

04:17 

here this one again by the way look at 

04:19 

the application numbers these are if you 

04:22 

look at who owns these they're all 

04:24 

applicants are all this pure brightness 

04:27 

- I wonder who this peer brightens - 

04:28 

this some of you could probably guess 

04:31 

but this is pure bright now let's look 

04:33 

up who pair brighter so let's go to the 

04:35 

pair bright and see ah look at this pair 

04:39 

bright institute bill and loan the Gates 

04:41 

Foundation interesting huh 

04:55 

[Music] 


